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 Multinational Pharma Plant 
Gets "Lean" 

Real-Time OEE Solution Unifies and 
Streamlines Manufacturing Operations

 Improved operational
communication through in-
context collaboration,
reducing the need for phone
calls, emails, and meetings
between operators,
managers, and departments

 A comprehensive view of
its entire operation,
yielding better decisions,
improved processes, and
better risk management

 Reduced cost achieved
through automated data
collection and more timely
intervention when issues
arise
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Customer Outcomes 

By implementing Decisyon's 
Real-Time OEE solution, the 
company  realized these 
major benefits: 



Decisyon's Real-Time OEE solution elevates  
plant operations to new levels of efficiency 
for multinational pharmaceutical enterprise

In the highly regulated pharmaceutical 
industry, manufacturers often have multiple, 
dedicated IT systems — centralized and local — 
and require a 360-degree, real-time view into 
plant operations.

Our pharma customer chose Decisyon's Real-Time 
OEE solution to connect its people and processes 
together in one highly efficient environment. By 
combining data, processes, SAP systems, and 
machines into a smart manufacturing solution, 
the company had the right data and decision-
making power at its fingertips on the plant floor. 

The company deployed Decisyon's  Real-Time 
OEE solution, enabling their worldwide 
manufacturing operations to benefit from visual 
management and lean manufacturing principles.

• A large, multinational pharma plant
needed to improve its manufacturing
operations and efficiency.

• The company required a digitized
environment for collaboration,
information sharing, and decision
making across plant operations, and
manufacturing sites worldwide.

• Decisyon provided a Real-Time Overall
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) solution
that spanned multiple facilities, and
integrated plant operations across
disparate systems and processes.

• The Decisyon Digital Factory Real-Time
OEE solution improved operational
communications, provided a 360-degree
view of the entire operation (better
decisions, improved processes, risk
mitigation), and helped reduce costs
through automated data collection and
proactive intervention when issues
would arise.

AT-A-GLANCE
Real-Time OEE Solution for 
Large Pharma Plant



THE CHALLENGE
Improve and Digitize Existing Production Processes & Integrate 
Disparate Systems
Like many pharma manufacturing plants that haven’t yet digitized their operations, the company found that 
direct communication between its departments, plant floor managers, and management was an ongoing 
challenge. 

As an example, the customer’s management operations department wanted to improve the existing production 
processes with a more digital and collaborative flow of information, and painlessly connect plant systems to 
streamline information flows and integrate plant operations. That required connecting ERP, MES, SCADA, LIMS, 
and MHS systems as well as legacy systems, financial data, energy data and unstructured data. 

They needed to capture detailed data from the shop floor in real time, in order to proactively resolve any 
issues. The pharma company envisioned a solution where it could use data analysis, visual presentation, and 
“what if” scenarios to rapidly make decisions, then execute those decisions directly back into plant processes to 
achieve the desired outcome. 

THE DECISYON DIGITAL FACTORY SOLUTION
Visibility Across the Entire Manufacturing/Production Process
The Real-Time OEE solution spans multiple 
facilities, integrating plant operations across 
disparate systems and processes. The solution’s 
main workspace is a “virtual control room” that 
provides a single point of management and 
control for all manufacturing operations. The 
virtual control room is driven by data and 
systems from multiple plants and facilities, 
visualized on a series of pages representing 
different manufacturing areas.

Using the Real-Time OEE solution, managers 
and operators can leverage all of the structured 
and unstructured data coming from the existing 
systems and from the field within a unified 
environment. Real-Time OEE digitally 
reproduces the entire production value chain 
while controlling quality, warehousing, 
packaging, and other steps in the supply chain 
and manufacturing process. If a problem arises, 
the team collaborates around specific data 
points and makes decisions quickly using the 
solution’s built-in tools to analyze data and 
perform “what if” simulations. 

The team can easily share information across all 
stages of operations, as well as automatically 
schedule and execute plant processes, 
operations, and problem resolution in a native 
collaboration environment.

DECISYON'S REAL-TIME OEE DELIVERS 
THESE BENEFITS:

• A 360-degree, ‘meta-view’ of plant 
operations

• Improved manufacturing team 
communication via the “social” plant

• Optimized production processes, 
yielding greater overall efficiency across 
their operations



OPERATIONS PAGES 
Operations Pages Deliver End-to-End 
Production Management
From each of the operational areas of the virtual control room, teams can drill down into pages that connect them to 
relevant data, processes, and manufacturing-related objects for each unit. Business users can easily build and 
modify pages dynamically using the “collaboration widget” technology. Teams can organize all the relevant information 
such as live data streams, KPIs, data visualization, and collaboration in context to the processes and workflows. 

USING REAL-TIME OEE'S OPERATIONS PAGES, THE PHARMA COMPANY CAN NOW: 
• Drive line operations and management checks from a single access point

• Align processes with goals – showing status and KPIs

• Readily view production status and performance

• Collect and merge data from any source – avoiding duplication
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About Decisyon
Decisyon’s flagship Industrial IoT (IIoT) no-code visual environment “App Composer™" and Digital Factory software solution suite are designed 
so businesses — particularly manufacturers — can achieve a complete end-to-end digital transformation of their enterprise. Decisyon’s 
software solutions help connect all the moving parts of an enterprise, gathering the data, analyzing it, gaining a holistic view of the operations 
through a digital twin, obtaining real-time insights from across the operational footprint, and enabling better decisions and a more efficient 
intelligent digital enterprise resulting in a dramatically better bottom line. Decisyon delivers a significant increase in speed-to-outcome by 
deploying its production-ready IIoT vertical solutions for a variety of manufacturing environments particularly in CPG, Pharma, Industrial, 
Aviation, Energy and Renewables. Decisyon App Composer empowers business users to rapidly respond and adjust their applications to ever-
changing market demands and client requests.  Decisyon’s software solutions are currently used in over 200 companies globally.

Speak with an IIoT expert to set up Decisyon's Real-Time OEE solution in your 
factory
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